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Photo: Andrew Selvig

A few years ago I took part in a ‘pike streamer tying and fishing’ competition between friends.
The challenge was fairly simple: a limited number of materials and time were allowed, for
tying one single pike streamer, which would be the only fly allowed for fishing the rest of the
day. If you would lose the streamer, it would mean the end of your effort.
If I remember correctly, we got about 20 minutes to tie that fly. That may seem like a lot, but
recognizing the provided materials, their function and the tying order (which material first)
within those 20 minutes turned out to be more difficult than expected.
After those 20 minutes, I looked at my endeavor and those of the other contestants. I honestly have never seen a larger collection of ugly streamers in my life. And that included my
own. Bulky in the back and skinny at front. Stiff materials tied at the wrong location,
streamers with no movement at all, no eyes, little or no proportion…. And yet almost all of
these hideous things caught fish that day!
It goes without saying that, until a few years ago, I didn’t take streamer tying (for large predators) very seriously. Slap some feathers on a hook and be off was all I did.
As you all know, a lot can change in a few years. Innovative tiers shared their thoughts and
patterns with experienced anglers, and together, in cooperation with some clever marketeers,
there arose a range of new materials and additional products. Streamer tying became a mature part of fly fishing and fly tying. Reason enough for me to dive into the world of streamers
and dedicate a special edition to it.
Have fun and let us know how you feel.
All the best,
Peter Sikking

DRAAD magazine is part of a platform where flytiers can showcase their work
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GUESTS
Guests for this issue of DRAAD magazine are:
From the USA: (Minneapolis) Andrew Selvig.
Italy: (Cerveteri) Giovanni de Pace.
The Netherlands: (Amsterdam) Sander Zuidinga.
USA: (Tennessee) Ellis Ward.
USA: (Minneapolis) Erik Johnsen.
UK: (Yorkshire) Adey Thomas

Ellis Ward is a full time, year-round fishing guide. Based in
East Tennessee, he guides primarily for trout, striped bass,
and smallmouth bass. While streamers are his speciality on
the water or at the vise, he won't pass up opportunities to
fish dry flies for trout or stalk wary carp . He is a devoted
father and can often be found fishing or tying flies with his
daughter at his side. Farther from home, he enjoys going
after muskies and fishing in the salt.
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FROG IT
Material
Rear hook
Hook: wide gape short shank hook (e.g. Ahrex NS172 Gammarus, XO774 Universal Curved,
SA274 Curved Salt; Daiichi 2477 Alpha Predator)
Thread: GSP 100 (alternative: 140D or heavier)
Legs: discretionary (pictured: bucktail and tearmender); alternatives: rubber legs; 2 saddle hackles per side, tied with concave side out; Cohen's Creatures Frog Legs
Body: synthetic fiber of choice in a tight dubbing loop (e.g. Steve Farrars or Hedron Strung Fuzzy
Fiber; pre-made EP brushes). Pictured: SF flash blend in a loop; alternative: trimmed and tightly
wrapped chenille, Chocklett’s Filler Flash, Baitfish Emulator, Estaz
Articulation: 26-60lb wire - depends on hook size and target species; 0-2 beads; a front hook
with an Aberdeen bend generally won't require beads, while a stinger style may need 1-2, to get
your rear hook far enough from your front hook bend.
Front hook:
Hook: hook of choice for deer hair. I prefer the Partridge Predator X (Aberdeen, very stout) in
sizes 1-4/0, and the Ahrex PR320 and TP610 in sizes 2-4/0
Thread: GSP 200
Body: same synthetic material as used for the rear hook, 2-3 turns of it to establish your base
above the barb.
Front legs/arms: deer belly, stacked and packed in the [Larry] Dahlberg Diver style; alternative:
realistically, you can get some of the same effects from a foam head. I haven't found any that
mimic a well tied deer hair diver, but to each their own (and it is certainly faster). Rainey's does
make a good diver head.

Tying:
As with most flies I tie, I take a few components of different flies, styles, or tyers,
and put them together, so there really isn't a formula, just a guideline.
Put the rear hook in the vice and attach tying thread.
Affix your legs. If you are making bucktail tearmender legs - this takes a little
practice. Apply tearmender to a clump of long bucktail of about pencil thickness. Be careful where you do this, to avoid spillage on surfaces or objects you
don’t want this stuff on. Applying on, or over a non-porous surface is best.
The stuff can be removed from your fingertips by vigorous rubbing, but spilling it
on your bobbins or on the hair on the back of your hands is no fun.
Allow some 30 seconds for the bucktail to absorb the tearmender. Then squeeze
out the remainder. The individual bucktail hairs will be stuck together and moldable for up to a minute. Use junk hair to practice on first. The result should
be a bullet proof, positively buoyant frog leg with defined feet (the tips of the
bucktail), like frogs often have when floating near the surface.
Create your dubbing loop or tie in your brush, wrap forward and trim to a frog
taper. Whip finish, and secure with UV resin or super glue.
Put the front hook in the vice, and attach the rear hook. Attach tying thread. using the articulation. Create your loop or tie in brush, wrap 2-3 times. Tie in front
legs (optional).
Create the head by packing the deer belly hair. Shape using a razor blade or
dedicated pair of scissors. I use an adhesive on the hair after I carve it; more
security and strength never hurts, and there's no pride in risking it if you have
the opportunity - tearmender on the bottom and UV resin on the top is a good
quick way.
Use E6000 or Liquid fusion to fill areas that are not tightly packed. I try to avoid
this, but it’s a good way to ensure a well-floating bug without getting too caught
up with creating that perfectly packed head. However the more you deviate
from a tightly packed diver head, the more water your fly will absorb.
Now, fish won't see eyes on this pattern, but feel free to stick on some if it
makes you feel good. My preference is to avoid ruining the balance, buoyancy,
and hydrodynamics of the head by burning eye sockets or carving out slots for
the sake of a picture.

As with most flies I tie, I take a few components of different flies, styles, or tyers, and
put them together, so there really isn't a
formula, just a guideline.

Ellis Ward
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My name is Fabien Moulin and I am
originally from Switzerland.
I have lived in Norway for the last 12 years.

My passions are fly fishing and fly tying.
I have won Gold, Silver, and Bronze Awards in
the Fly Dressers Guild; I also participated in international fly tying contests and ended on the
podium three times.

Fabien Moulin

My priorities in fly tying are mastering techniques, history, materials; and of course fishing
with my own flies…
I sleep, breathe and think fly tying.
Fly tying is fantastic

Classics

A BIT DIFFERENT

By Fabien Moulin

Black Ghost (variant)
Yellow hackle, black silk, flat silver
tinsel, jungle cock, and goose feather
slips for the wings.

Mickey Finn (variant)
Tied on a streamer hook, bucktail
and flat and oval tinsel for the body.

Dyeing bucktail
By Erik Johnsen

PINK

GOLDEN YELLOW

DIRTY MONEY

PISTACHIO

FUCK ME

GOLDEN BROWN

HOW TO
In this HOW TO our guest Erik Johnsen
explains how to dye bucktail.

Materials:
Both bucktail and feathers go through sorting, washing, and
in the case of bucktails, salt curing to preserve them. I source
my own materials from the Upper Midwest, where some of
the best bucktail in the world can be found right in my backyard.
Dyeing materials involves carefully selecting and blending
base colors, then adding materials to the dye bath once it
reaches the proper temperature. By closely watching the dye
bath temperature, and adjusting the dyeing time, I am able
to achieve colors that are unique to Weights & Measures;
this allows me to really put my signature on the flies, material packs, and tying kits that I offer.
Flies:
I especially enjoy tying flies in complex blends of natural
colors that mimic forage fish, but there is something special
about being creative with wild colors and unusual patterns.
My go-to streamers for muskie and pike are the classic Buford pattern in single and articulated variations.
Bucktail is a real joy to work with. Although it is a complicated material to learn, it can be manipulated in so many
ways. I am currently pushing the boundaries on how bucktail
and deer hair can be used, predominantly in brushes, and in
patterns like the Bucktail Game Changer. Using brushes, for
me, is a way of achieving optimum flare and shape, and water-shedding ability, while minimizing the weight of the fly.

Erik Johnsen

My name is Erik Johnsen, and I am the owner/operator of
Weights & Measures, a small fly tying company and custom
materials producer from Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA.
My interest in fly tying stems from my taking up fly fishing,
almost 13 years ago. I began tying nymphs and dry flies for
trout and fished them hard in one of my favorite places to
cast a fly rod: the Driftless region of Minnesota and Wisconsin.
I quickly picked up streamer patterns, then moved into the
wild world of warm water poppers for bass and ultimately
massive Bufords and Game Changers for pike and muskie.
Erik Johnsen
text, tying and photography
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My hobby turned into full-time production
enterprise in the fall of 2020, when I was
asked to supply a newly opening brick-andmortar shop with my musky flies and I have
since branched out to offer flies for nearly
every pursuit, as well as tying kits, custom
dyed feather packs and bucktail brushes
uniquely designed to help tiers learn how
to spin big predator bugs.

I clean, process, and dye bucktail and
schlappen by hand in small batches, which
gives all my flies not only my signature, but
also custom color schemes that set Weights
& Measures flies apart from mass-produced offerings.

I also have created a handful
of tutorials on how to tie some
really big predator patterns, as
well as outlines of my tying process that help new tiers.

Carbon neutral
I'm an active environmentalist, and one of the founding tenets of W&M from
the outset was to be conscious of production processes and packaging materials.
I make every attempt to reuse packaging materials, and I am working to get the
entire company to be carbon neutral – from materials to fly to consumer.

I enjoy all manner of fly fishing, but feel most at home on the spring-fed creeks
in Southern Wisconsin, or while exploring lakes and rivers in the Upper Midwest.
Some of fly fishing's best-kept secrets lie in the Mississippi watershed. You'll
rarely see these on the cover of company magazines or featured in F3T productions, but the fishing is spectacular; just don't expect me to give up any secrets.
As fall and winter are fast approaching musky and pike streamers are taking over
my vise, and I'm looking forward to sharing more patterns, techniques, and materials with the community.

Hook - FlyFisher 4929BL
Thread- Semperfli nano silk 12/0, black
Body- lead wire + black nymph skin + oval silver tinsel
(Uni-french small)
Rib - black wire 0.18 Hends
Wing - Coq de Leon feather (origami)
Thorax - slf dubbing brown
Legs - hare's fur from the back
Horns- cape feathers
Eyes - burned line under GULFF dirty oil.

Stay up to date, with the latest featured in my newsletter at www.weightsandmeasures.com

Erik Johnsen

DRAAD
FLY TYING EDITOR

Erik is a husband and a father of 3. Although relatively new to fly fishing and fly
tying, he quickly developed a passion for
both and became instantly addicted. His
family and friends grew tired of seeing and
hearing about his new obsession so the
“Svenddiesel” Instagram account was created, using his high school nickname.

“I don’t know why, but fly tying just makes sense
to me. For me, it’s a way to unwind from my daily routines, and an activity wherein I can make a
start-to-finish product in a matter of minutes; or
sometimes a few hours.”

Svend Diesel

Erik has pushed himself with fly challenges, put
himself a goal of tying a different fly every day
for several years, and is always on the lookout
for new materials to try and fool the pickiest of
fish. He is known on social media as someone
who has fun with tying and the sport as a whole,
but also loves to fish.

CREEPING
By Svend Diesel

Skirted Creeper fly pattern
Hook: Ahrex TP650 size 2/0
Thread: Semperfli Classic Waxed thread 6/0 Black
Tail: Natures Spirit Fish Hunter marabou
Body: FNF Creeper chenille
Skirt: 1 x tab Legs
Weight: Hareline lead eyes large
Cement: Solarez Bone Dry

LINK TO TYING MOVIE

https://youtu.be/zNdBzQhcoQU

I was born and raised in Amsterdam. And for a young urban explorer
there is nothing better than living in a city surrounded by water. Like
most Dutch kids it all started with a simple bamboo pole, fishing the
local canals and ponds with bread or worm for small minnows. However, I soon learned that staring at a float, waiting for a fish to come
along wasn’t my cup of tea, so pretty soon I started making my own
lures, for use on my first spinning rod, fishing for perch and pike.

text & tying:

Sander Zuidinga
photography:

Peter Sikking
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Materials used:
Bigstreamer fibers, comparable to slinky
fiber or SF Blend (a slightly stiff synthetic fiber).

Luca Barosselli

Fast forward to about fifteen years ago
Around 2005, having taken up fly fishing, I began tying my own flies,
mainly focusing on bait fish patterns, and I have been hooked ever
since.
For flies both large and small, my favorite materials are Nayat and
bucktail but I don’t shy away from synthetic fibers either.
I take great honour in being an ambassador for Bigstreamers.com
and Ahrex hooks, sharing the passion and knowledge that other
tiers shared with me, using top quality materials – what more could
I wish for!

This upside down streamer Sander
tied (see photo on previous page)
raised some questions. 1. Why is
the top flattened and 2. Why is the
bottom cut at an angle?

The top is flattened to ensure that the hook point is not
covered too much.

Sander explains

On top I use bucktail which has a little more buoyancy so
that the streamer swims as it should: hook point up.
That is also the reason that the bottom is trimmed: so that
no air remains in it, so that the streamer still starts swimming upside down!
Sander Zuidinga

ART GALLERY
My name is Giovanni De Pace,
I was born in 1972 in Rome, but I now live in Cerveteri, a few kilometers to the southwest,
in a small town adjoining the Tyrrenian Sea.
I took up fly fishing in 1990, and right from the start, my passion for fly tying equalled my
passion for fly tying. I like to tie all types of flies and have a great passion for streamers.
To be honest, I am quite obsessed where it comes to tying big predator streamers :)
I have fished throughout Europe in search of trout, grayling and pike. I also visited Mexico
and Venezuela for bonefish and tarpon, but currently the Mediterranean is giving me a lot
of fly fishing pleasure, from inshore fly fishing for sea-bass and bluefish to off-shore fishing
for barracuda and pelagic species.
'Over the years my passion for streamers has continued to evolve; I am always looking for
innovations in technique as well as in materials'
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text, tying and photography:
Giovanni De Pace

Partridge size 12 Ideal Jig SUJ hook
UTC red medium wire
UTC black medium wire
Nature’s Spirit brown pheasant tail
Arizona simi-seal blood leech
Semperfli 12/0 black nano-silk
Firehole Outdoors Midnight red slotted tungsten bead

Giovanni De Pace

5 tips to better streamer tying
for 13 more tips please visit: ginkandgasoline.com

text: Louis Cahill

ACTION
Action
Action may be my number one concern when I design a streamer
pattern. All my patterns are meant to move a certain way in the water. Many are articulated, with weight added at the head. Therefore
they jig and twitch and swim in the current. Some have long flowing
materials that pulse and undulate in the water. Others dart from side
to side or wiggle. The action of the fly should achieve two things. It
should imitate some behavior of a prey species, usually in distress,
and it should antagonize the hell out of your target species.

BULK

Build bulk without extra material
Too many tiers think the answer to tying better streamers lies in packing on material. More material does build a bigger profile, but at a
cost. The more material you use the harder it will be to cast your fly
and the more it will float. Put more weight on it to get it down and it
will be harder still to cast. My streamer tying changed fundamentally
when I started swinging flies for steelhead. Good steelhead flies build
juicy profiles with minimal material and so do effective streamers.
For example, palmering marabou over hackle creates a chunky profile
that’s hollow. Reverse tying hair, craft fur or synthetic fibers does the
same. Spinning fibers in dubbing loops creates bulky forms that undulate in the water. Build your bulk with technique, not more material.

Using weight
It is a controversial topic: weighted streamers vs. un-weighted ones. I’ll give you
three reasons I like to weight my streamers. Lots of big fish hold right at the
banks. Especially at undercut banks. If you cast an un-weighted streamer with a
sinking line to the opposite bank, your fly will be 10 feet out from the bank before it gets down to a good fishing depth. That means you make your least effective presentation to the most productive water. I Secondly, aggressive fish eat
flies that move. Often a pause in the retrieve will turn a fish off. A weighted fly
never stops moving. When the lmotion stops, it dives. No stop to turn fish off.

WEIGHT

Turn your hooks point up
Big fish use cover. Fishing for them effectively means putting your fly into places
it might not come back from. Flies that swim with their hooks pointed upwards
will slide over submerged trees and rocks without hanging up. Many tiers think
that you can turn a fly hook up with weight but that’s not true. Simply tying lead
eyes on the top of the hook will not turn the fly over. The secret is buoyancy.
When you choose your materials and decide how they will be tied in, always
consider their buoyancy. Tie your most buoyant materials on the same side of
the hook as the point and they will always swim hook up. This is especially important when tying in tails. It’s a pain to tie tails to the curved end of the hook,
but it’s crucial. I learned this from tying bonefish flies.

UP

Keep them from fouling
Casting big streamers is often not graceful. Funky loops happen and that means
you are at risk of fouling an articulated fly or a fly with a long tail. It pays to build
in some safeguards to help prevent this. Running a monofilament loop through
a bunny strip tail is pretty effective, as is applying some super glue to the first
quarter inch of the tail, where it meets the hook – to stiffen it. If you are tying articulated patterns and attaching the rear hook with a mono loop, putting beads
on the loop may also help. I usually cut off the bend of the front hook on these
types of flies, which makes a huge difference.

FOULING

DRAAD
FLY TYING EDITOR

I have been fishing from a young age, and I’ve fished
using many different techniques and approaches
but it wasn’t until 2010 that I discovered fly fishing,
and I fell in love with it. It quickly became my only
passion. The following year, with the help of friends,
I progressed to tying my first flies: both classics and
moderns.

Ever since, with the help and support of noted tiers from Italy and Europe, I’ve strived to improve myself,
refining my tying techniques and employing all the tips I could get. I totally immersed myself in this new
magic world, with a lot of blood, sweat and tears, focusing mostly on the Italian style, of which Francesco
Palù was a pioneer.

Luca Barosselli

text & tying:

Luca Barosselli
photography:

Peter Sikking

Hook : Ahrex Texas 6/0
Shank: 30 mm
Body: bucktail, sf, polar flash and flashabou
Head: predator dubbing
Eyes: 3D eyes size 4
Thread : Textreme power thread
Tail: Pacchiarini Dragon tail
Total length: 20 cm

FASTATCH

FLEX RIGG

PLASTIC BEAD

UPSIDE DOWN HOOK

SHANK SIZE 30 MM

Luca Barosselli

my socks

NET
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HOOKED
AHREX PR378 - GB SWIMBAIT
The GB Swimbait is inspired by the Texas
Predator hook but is developed into a real
fly hook.
The hook is designed in collaboration with
Gunnar Brammer (GB) and Paul Monaghan.
Perfect for weedless designed flies. There
is plenty of room to tie on rattlers and/or
weights.
Black nickel finish
Available in sizes 2/0 to 6/0
Chemically sharpened with small barb
8 hooks per package.

For me, fly fishing started about 35 years ago in eastern South Dakota.
It started with walleye and northern pike in eutrophic glacial lakes, and largemouth bass, bluegills
and crappie in small impoundments.
In 2001, a move to Minneapolis, MN got me into dry fly fishing for brown trout and brookies, in the
small limestone creeks of the Wisconsin Driftless Area. Later, excursions to Lake Superior led to a fascination with lake-run browns and rainbows that run the surrounding tributaries.
My fly tying is largely focused on classic warmwater predator patterns augmented with some of
the more recent Pacific Northwest style of large steelhead flies, particularly the use of ostrich and
palmered feathers over a stiff collar of materials trapped and spun in dubbing loops.
As an avid double-handed rod fisherman, I take great care to ensure that my builds are sparse
enough to cast on short spey rods and switch rods without too much drama, while at the same time
having an undeniable presence combined with the ability to push some serious water around.
To me, the perfect streamer looks absolutely alive even when you’re not moving it!

text, tying and photography
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Andrew Selvig

SPUTNIK
A single collar intruder style flie that I call “Sputnik’s”

They’re tied on 25 mm shanks with trailer hooks using
50# gel spun braid, using bead chain eyes for weighting.
The white ones are Intruders (next page) adapted to
look like a Lake Superior herring. Usually on 35-45 mm
shanks with a system that allows the leader to pass
through the hook eye, through the hackles, forming a
‘no foul’ loop at the rear of the fly. The trailer hook is
attached to the rear end of the shank with a piece of
junction tube. This system allows a shank fly to have the
same breakaway system as a tube fly.
Both are tied by spinning dubbing, American raccoon
tail fibers and lady Amherst feather fibers in a dubbing
loop, and then winding this spun loop around either a
shank or a tube, to form a firm, but flexible collar. Next,
as an overlay onto the collar, I clump in and spread out a
thin hank of polar flash and ostrich herl. On top of that,
I palmer a half stripped marabou feather.
The head is built with back tied dubbing and crested
with pheasant rump.

Andrew Selvig

Artist
Adey Thomas

I'm a typical 30 year old Yorkshireman from Leeds called Adey, with
a love for fly fishing. Inspired by other (fly) fishing artists, I started
drawing a few years ago. Back then, I just couldn't understand how
they got their work to look so amazing, but one day I decided I'd
just try and start drawing.
My first attempts were not at all what I hoped for, but with a head
full of ideas and inspiration, I was determined to do at least one
drawing I could be proud of. I literally just practiced and practiced
and after a while I could spot a difference, progress even, in my
drawings.

Eventually I started showing my work on Instagram. One day, someone
asked me to do a drawing, which greatly surprised me. But then I started
getting more requests for drawings from people, up to the point that I now
have a mile high backlog.
I enjoy drawing for people and I've met some brilliant people through selling my artwork; sometimes I just ask for a few flies, especially pike flies, in
return as I don't get the time to tie my own flies anymore ☺ I have had flies
sent to me from all over the world! And of course you know, you can never
have enough flies!

I do all my drawings in either lead pencil or coloured pencil, and it's a time-consuming process, I think I spend over
300+ hours on larger art work; luckily people are really
patient, giving me the time to get as much detail in as
possible.
It also makes fishing a lot more exciting as I use the pictures as inspiration for my drawings, so if I don't catch
anything it's a doubly bad day!
People sometimes ask me whether drawing is hard, so I
just show them what my first drawings looked like, compared to what I do now. This usually gets them inspired to
try for themselves - which is a great feeling. It's all about
practice, same of course goes with fly fishing...

Adey Thomas

PHOTOGRAPHY
A FEW TIPS

text, tying, photography: Peter Sikking

LIGHT
KEEP IT SIMPLE

Let there be light
Personally I like taking pictures with existing light, preferably daylight.
Although working outside carries the drawback that you are totally
dependent on the weather, I tend to prefer it over working in a studio.
Nevertheless, I understand that making a small (studio) photo platform
right next to your vice works well for Instagram shoots; even though
streamers present a far more difficult subject than your average sedge pupa.
If you are taking photographs of your flies for commercial purposes, such as
a (printed) catalogue, you will often need them to be in front of a white background. In such cases, I would suggest you build your own, multipurpose,
small (cardboard box) studio. You can also buy collapsible lighting boxes, even
with built-in lighting, but then you limit yourself to the positions of the provided (LED)-lights.
LINK to DIY studio: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6fnHEvLyAE&ab_channel=DIY-XYZ

Back to daylight.
Daylight should not be confused with sunlight. It can be a mix, but photographing your subject in direct sunlight is a no go. The trick is to recognize
when the light is right for your subject. Which is not easy as many subjects
need different lighting (directionality, colour temperature, etc). You can only
learn this by going out and taking pictures.

Background
If you are considering taking pictures outside it will help if you place your subject against the right background.
This will give you an ‘emotional’ benefit. An obvious example is picturing ice cream, for which you really want a
summer location as a backdrop. When it comes to photographing streamers, depending on in which part of the
world you live, the better backdrop is an autumn or winter landscape background.

Taking pictures in the snow is tricky. You have to use (extended) flash.

GIVE THEM A PODIUM

DEPTH

Depth
Many people take photographs of their streamer laying down and hovering over
them with their camera or phone. Which primarily translates to lack of depth in
your photo. And although this is common (such as on Instagram), this doesn’t
make it right, and it takes just a little extra effort to bring your streamer to life.
What you need for this is a support for your streamer. Something to put it on.
And that could be literally anything - from a dead branch on a gnarled tree to a
car aerial. There are no boundaries when it comes to objects and locations.
The many faces of a streamer
Your streamer, as have all objects in this world, has more than one side. Use
them creatively, to create different looks. This way you give viewers more insight in your tying skills and a more pleasant experience.
Someone who is taking this thing to the next level is James Lund (@onceandaway) and also Evgenii Borovin (@borovin_e) who is showcasing his final product by a short 360 video.

Many people take photographs of their streamer laying down
and hovering over them with their camera or phone
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STUDIO PHOTO SVEND DIESEL

BE SOCIAL
A NEW MAGAZINE CAN USE ALL THE SUPPORT IT CAN GET.
ESPECIALLY IF MADE WITHOUT ANY BUDGET AND SHARED FOR FREE!
THANK YOU IN ADVANCE.

L

right...copyright......
We get a lot of questions concerning authors rights and copyright.
It is very simple: everything you find in the magazine is made under
copyright. This protects us (WAFF) as well as the people who work on
these issues. So you can not copy anything without permission from the
publisher. Please contact us if you need more information.

INFO@WEAREFLYFISHING.COM

GET YOUR CUSTOMERS HOOKED

draadmagazine@weareflyfishing.com

NEXT MAGAZINE
November / December

